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Outline of these introductory lectures
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Wikipedia/NASA

 Part 1: Introduction 
•  Fundamental components  

of matter
• Drawing particles and interactions: 

Feynman diagrams

10’ Q&A + break

 Part 2: Standard Model forces and 
interactions
• Electromagnetism
• Weak interactions
• Quantum Chromodynamics

 Part 3: Tools 
• Particle accelerators: the LHC
• Detectors for particle physics
• CERN and particle physics collaborations

10’ Q&A + break

 Part 4: Beyond the Standard Model
•  The Higgs discovery
•  Problems of the Standard Model
•  Solutions beyond the Standard Model
•  Dark Matter

10’ Q&A + break



The discovery of the Higgs boson
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How to think of the Higgs mechanism
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Wikipedia/NASA

What happens when a famous person enters a room full of people?

https://www.exploratorium.edu/origins/cern/ideas/cartoon.html

https://www.exploratorium.edu/origins/cern/ideas/cartoon.html
https://www.exploratorium.edu/origins/cern/ideas/cartoon.html
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How to think of the Higgs mechanism
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Wikipedia/NASA

What happens when a rumour spreads through the room full of people?

https://www.exploratorium.edu/origins/cern/ideas/cartoon.html

Bad joke to fill the empty slide space

https://www.exploratorium.edu/origins/cern/ideas/cartoon.html
https://www.exploratorium.edu/origins/cern/ideas/cartoon.html
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Gauge bosons and their masses
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Wikipedia/NASA

Problem (II):  
all bosons are massless, adding masses by hand spoils 
theory 
Solution (II): 
Higgs mechanism! 

massless

massive

Gauge invariance (~rotational invariance) does 
not allow particles to have mass  

BUT with the Higgs potential  

Symmetry is spontaneously broken  
(~not rotationally invariant) 

so gauge bosons can have mass  
without spoiling the theory
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Why so excited about this particular particle?
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Wikipedia/NASA

It's a new particle, discovered in 2012

→ we knew we needed it, but:
→ we didn't know its mass
→ we didn't know its properties

We've been looking for it for 50 years,
as one of the missing pieces of the SM
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The heart of the matter
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The heart of the matter
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/874049 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/874049
https://cds.cern.ch/record/874049
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Energy step by energy step
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The Standard Model led the way…
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Discovery of the Higgs boson:  
guided by clues from the Standard Model of particle physics

The Higgs boson mass as of May 2015
arXiv:1503.07589

2011
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On the CERN message boards in 2015
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Wikipedia/NASA
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The ingredients of the recipe
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Wikipedia/NASA

Energy  
deposits

No tracks, why?
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A ‘potential’ Higgs boson event?
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Wikipedia/NASA

= two photons

We'd like to have a tag on  
every particle we record, but we  
have to identify them ourselves

One of the (hard) tasks of a physicist
is  how to distinguish 

 
the signal  

(Higgs boson decaying into two photons)
 

From the background
(any other particle decaying into two 

photons, or QCD processes where jets 
are identified as photons)

→ no one tells us whether the event 
display is signal or background!
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Higgs signals…
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Wikipedia/NASA

= two photons

Bill Murray

Until Summer of 2012 we should have seen: 
(in the hypothesis of a Standard Model Higgs boson)

500 decays in 
two photons

15 decays in 4 
visible leptons

1100 decays in 
two visible and 

two invisible 
leptons
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…and backgrounds
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Wikipedia/NASA

Multiply 
1000000000 times

ba
ck

gr
ou
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background reduction is a  
key point for physics analysis at the LHC

1) trigger system

2) data analysis

When data is taken, this system chooses interesting  
events based on the raw properties of the events/ 

particles in the event

After data is taken, we write software to reconstruct the particles 
within the event, and only select the interesting ones (e.g only 

two-photon events) 

Higgs ‘golden channels’: photons and 
electrons in final state  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Diphoton invariant mass
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Wikipedia/NASA

After having selected the interesting events, we can look for the 
invariant mass of the particles  

that can be identified as the Higgs decay products

Potential new particle

background

In plots like this,
new particles look 

like “bumps” 
= excesses of 
events wrt the 
background

N
um

be
r o

f e
ve

nt
s

Invariant mass of di-photon system
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsta.2014.0384

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsta.2014.0384
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsta.2014.0384
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Higgsdependence day (2012)
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http://resonaances.blogspot.se/2012/07/h-day-live.html

http://resonaances.blogspot.se/2012/07/h-day-live.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.se/2012/07/h-day-live.html


The problems with the Standard Model 
(even after the Higgs discovery!)
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The SM in its full experimental glory
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Aren’t we happy?

Credits: Jon Butterworth
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The SM in its full experimental glory
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Aren’t we happy?
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The SM in its full experimental glory
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Aren’t we happy?

See also: https://cosmosmagazine.com/mathematics/number-fascinates-physicists-above-all-others

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/313/5786/448.full

https://cosmosmagazine.com/mathematics/number-fascinates-physicists-above-all-others
https://cosmosmagazine.com/mathematics/number-fascinates-physicists-above-all-others
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/313/5786/448.full
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/313/5786/448.full
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A list of problems with the SM
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Preferred (by LHC enthusiasts?) mass range for answers: TeV-scale

●  Dark matter (DM) 
●  Dark energy 
●  Matter vs antimatter 
● Weakness of gravity 
● Neutrino masses 

● Fine-tuning needed for 
Higgs mass 

●  Large difference in 
scales of particles & 
forces (hierarchy 
problem) 

● Free SM parameters 
●  ...
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Why is the LHC interesting? (from C. Issever)
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Hierarchy problems
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Why are the scales of the SM forces and the masses of its particles so far apart?  
[Why three families? Why masses not predicted?]

http://dpnc.unige.ch/seminaire/talks/Colloquium_golling.pdf
http://dpnc.unige.ch/seminaire/talks/Colloquium_golling.pdf
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Can the Higgs indicate the scale of new physics? Not directly
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http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/370/1961/818 (2012) 

”Only a narrow range of 
mh∈(130,180) GeV is compatible 
with the survival of the Standard 

Model at all scales up to the Planck 
mass. This could be the ‘maximal 

conceivable disaster’ scenario for the 
LHC: a single Standard Model Higgs 

boson and nothing else!”

Problems with Higgs self-
coupling inducing new 

non-perturbative physics

Problems with stability of 
the vacuum

http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/370/1961/818
http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/370/1961/818
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Higgs mass and fine tuning
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Observed (Higgs mass)2: 1032 times smaller than predicted

Slides by P. Athron, D. Miller

Think renormalisation:  
Large loop corrections needed  

to the Higgs mass 
OR 

cut-ff the theory at scale Λ

No indication of what this scale Λ is (from previous slide)…  
could be limit of current physics knowledge (Planck scale)

http://Lectures%20by
http://Lectures%20by
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Higgs mass and fine tuning
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Tobias Golling’s talk

Is this natural?

http://dpnc.unige.ch/seminaire/talks/Colloquium_golling.pdf
http://dpnc.unige.ch/seminaire/talks/Colloquium_golling.pdf
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Higgs mass and fine tuning
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Slides by P. Athron, D. Miller

Is this natural?

Fine-tuning in nature: 
• Eclipse (moon and sun aligned to 1 %) 
• A pen perfectly balanced on its tip

For further digressions: see http://discovermagazine.com/2000/nov/cover/ 

But also: ”Whatever combination of physical constants may exist, it would be one of a kind.” T. Drange

http://Lectures%20by
http://Lectures%20by
http://dpnc.unige.ch/seminaire/talks/Colloquium_golling.pdf
http://dpnc.unige.ch/seminaire/talks/Colloquium_golling.pdf
http://discovermagazine.com/2000/nov/cover/
http://discovermagazine.com/2000/nov/cover/
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Supersymmetry: a new particle zoo solving these problems & more
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Each supersymmetric particle “compensates” a SM one in the current theory                                                
…and it has more answers!

http://dpnc.unige.ch/seminaire/talks/Colloquium_golling.pdf
http://dpnc.unige.ch/seminaire/talks/Colloquium_golling.pdf


Caterina Doglioni - Dark Matter - FYSC14
LHC: the biggest man-made discovery machine

The state of the matter(-energy) 
according to astrophysics observations
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68 %

27 %

5 %

Ordinary Matter
Dark Matter
Dark Energy

This could be explained by 
supersymmetric particles  

(& many more theories that could 
be discovered at the LHC)
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Motivation for dark matter @ colliders / LHC
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How do we search for DM at colliders, depending on its properties?

• Generally assume some properties for the DM particle, our assumptions: 
• interacts with SM particles → we can produce it at colliders 

• dark, stable → invisible to detectors   

Caveat: very simplified diagram

known particle collision production of DM particles
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Particle accelerators, direct and indirect detection
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Complementary experiments tackling DM problem 

• Important note: any LHC DM discovery need complementary experiments 
that involve DM with cosmological origin / can produce DM 
• Direct detection can discover DM that interacts inside the detector 
• Indirect detection can see annihilating/decaying DM through its decays 
• Accelerators/colliders can produce DM and probe the dark interaction 

Direct DetectionIndirect Detection Particle Accelerators (colliders & extracted beam lines)

Note also that many DM experiments have many common challenges, e.g.  
strategies to handle large amounts of data, 

particle detectors and instrumentation
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Final words: expected & unexpected discoveries
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The Economist 

unexpected

expected

https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2012/07/04/worth-the-wait
https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2012/07/04/worth-the-wait
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ML-powered searches: a change in mindset?
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Maurizio Pierini's talk at IWAPP 2021 

: 
learn directly from data

A possibility that many of us (including school attendants) 

are interested in: outlier detection

https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/20424/contributions/92502/attachments/62853/86263/IWAPP_Feb2021.pdf
https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/20424/contributions/92502/attachments/62853/86263/IWAPP_Feb2021.pdf
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Ongoing tests in controlled conditions, e.g. LHC Olympics
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Something similar also happening for Dark Matter in DarkMachines

Ben Nachman's talk at the 2021 Reinterpretation Workshop 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/982553/contributions/4220655/attachments/2192614/3706326/ReinterpretationWorkshop.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/982553/contributions/4220655/attachments/2192614/3706326/ReinterpretationWorkshop.pdf


Naysayer’s feeling about future LHC physics:
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My feeling about future LHC physics:

Dilbert comics

New physics could still manifest in: 
1. deviations through precision 
2. rare, unusual processes

Let’s keep looking! 

The SM still has some unexplained issues 
that needs an answer!



Thanks for your attention!



Bonus slides: 
My research in the next 5 years / 3 slides
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The REALDARK Project (ERC Consolidator)

Non-WIMP dark matter searches  
with non-standard jet signatures

Sustainability and reusability of LHC/DM 
analyses, in terms of data and pipelines

DM @ colliders complementarity with 
accelerator experiments & astrophysics

Make real-time analysis widely usable  
for searches and measurements 

in ATLAS (and at the LHC)

Further exploration of the  
electroweak scale @ LHC(~100 GeV)

Upgrade ATLAS trigger for next LHC run 
with new data-taking workflows  

(Partial Event Building)

Hiring a team of: 2 PhDs, 2 Post-docs, 1 Research Software Engineer (@ U of Manchester)

Machine learning for data compression
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The SMARTHEP European Training Network
SMARTHEP trains  
12 (+N) PhD students  
20 participants: 
industries, labs and 
academic institutions• “Too much data” problem by no 

means unique to LHC physics 

• Data is abundant in industry 
→ fast decision-making  
(short time-to-insight) crucial 

• Solution: real-time analysis (RTA) 
• Tools to accelerate RTA in industry 

& research: machine learning, 
hybrid computing architectures 
(GPU, FPGA)
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Dark Matter Test  
Science Project}

scientific outcome:  
searches & interpretation

foundations: 
(open) data & software tools

}
Initiative for Dark Matter  

in Europe and Beyond (iDMEu)

Putting dark matter and software in context

5 postdocs working in European institutes on 
reproducible and sustainable dark matter 

analysis (colliders, DD, ID)

in the European Open Science Cloud

+ Snowmass 2021 (Topical Group convenor for DM at 
Colliders & liaison between Energy & Cosmic Frontiers)

Online platform / series of meetings to discuss 
dark matter synergies across all experiment & 
theory fields, endorsed by European particle / 
astroparticle and nuclear physics communities

Link

Link

https://indico.cern.ch/event/955391/contributions/4075802/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/955391/contributions/4075802/
https://projectescape.eu/dark-matter-test-science-project
https://projectescape.eu/dark-matter-test-science-project

